NOTIFICATION

The following notification is being circulated in accordance with Article 10.4.

1. Party to Agreement notifying: FINLAND

2. Agency responsible: Ministry of Trade and Industry

3. Notified under Article 2.5.2 [x], 2.6.1 [ ], 7.3.2 [ ], 7.4.1 [ ], Other: 

4. Products covered (CCCN where applicable, otherwise national tariff heading): Heating appliances, oil-fired

5. Title: Decision of the Ministry of Trade and Industry on Oil-Fired Heating Appliances and their Installation and Maintenance

6. Description of content: The proposed regulation covers definitions, construction regulations, installation of above-ground and underground steel tanks: their arrangements, auxiliaries and maintenance. Further, the atomizing oil burners for domestic boilers, maximum effect 120 kw., have to be type-approved by the Technical Inspection Centre. Several references to SFS standard are made. The Decision will authorize the Technical Inspection Centre to give more precise directives for application. The Decision replaces the former Decision of the Ministry of Trade and Industry (Statutes of Finland 918/73).

7. Objective and rationale: Occupational safety and health

8. Relevant documents: The proposal will be published in the Statutes of Finland - Decree on Oil-Fired Heating Appliances (Statutes of Finland 276/83).


10. Final date for comments: 20 June 1984

11. Texts available from: National enquiry point [x] or address of other body: